Abstract-With the development of heterogeneous camera networks working at different wavelengths and frame rates and covering a large surface of a vacuum vessel, the visual observation of a large variety of plasma and thermal phenomena (e.g., hot spots, ELMs, MARFE, arcs, dusts, etc.) becomes possible. In the domain of machine protection, a phenomenological diagnostic is a key element toward plasma/thermal event dangerousness assessment during real-time operation. It is also of primary importance to automate the extraction and the storage of phenomena information for further offline event retrieval and analysis, thus leading to a better use of massive image databases for plasma physics studies. To this end, efforts have been devoted to the development of image processing algorithms dedicated to the recognition of specific events. However, a need arises now for the integration of techniques developed so far in both hardware and software directions. We present in this paper our latest results in the field of real-time phenomenon recognition and management through our image understanding software platform. This platform has been validated on Tore Supra during operation and is under evaluation for other present Tokamaks and for the foreseen imaging diagnostic of ITER.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE INTEREST in direct imaging diagnostics in nuclear fusion devices has gained a lot of attention during the last decades. Initially dedicated to specific physics analysis such as thermal studies from targeted in-vessel components monitoring (e.g., divertor tiles), imaging diagnostics are now considered as fully required for both plasma control systems and safety plasma operations. As a consequence, present Tokamaks are equipped or upgraded with networks of IR and visible video cameras covering up to 70% of the in-vessel component surface. However, as monitoring possibilities grow, a new bottleneck occurs at the image processing level. Indeed, the first technical specifications concerning sensor performance planned for the ITER visible and infrared (VIS/IR) imaging systems are very challenging, particularly for the IR (see [1] for details), where one-megapixel sensors capturing images at 500 Hz are expected for routine operations. With 36 video cameras, the amount of raw video data generated at each plasma discharge will be in the order of several hundreds of gigabytes. This corresponds to a data flow of 600 Mbit/s per camera (with pixels of 12-bits depth).
Therefore, new methods must be developed to tackle both real-time raw-data processing issues and offline data management issues. From this initial report, hardware-and softwarerelated R&D tasks have been identified as one of the most important risks regarding the feasibility of the diagnostic [2] . Different levels of performance have then been defined to deal with measurement requirements. In this paper, we will focus on the first level, i.e., qualitative imaging, which aims at delivering information for operational and critical functions of the diagnostic such as detection and identification of abnormal events (e.g., hot spots, impact of fast particles, edge plasma instabilities, moving objects, etc.) without requiring absolute measurements such as true surface temperature [1] . To this end, automatic image understanding is a real challenge, mixing plasma physics knowledge modeling, computer vision techniques, and real-time data processing.
In this paper, we first review in Section II the different techniques developed so far for phenomenon recognition then discuss the needs in both hardware and software developments for the imaging diagnostics of next devices such as ITER. In Section III, we present the architecture of the proposed system and detail our current achievements on Tore Supra Tokamak in Section IV.
II. TOWARD PHENOMENOLOGICAL DIAGNOSTICS

A. Related Work
The literature related to phenomenological studies in nuclear fusion devices by means of direct imaging diagnostics reveals two categories: phenomena related to edge plasma events such as MARFEs, ELMs, arcs, edge plasma turbulence (e.g., blobs, filaments), particle transport (dusts); and plasma-facing components (PFCs) thermal events caused by power deposit, such as transient hot spots, fatigue effects (e.g., PFC aging), and eroded material redeposition. The former are mostly 0093-3813/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE Fig. 1 . Phenomenological diagnostic achievements depending on both temporal sampling and spectral sensitivity.
observed with visible video cameras with frame rate ranging from 50 Hz to 250 kHz. The latter relies on both visible and IR video monitoring with slower frame rates (from 25 Hz to 100 Hz). We have reported in Fig. 1 a selection of existing imaging systems used for phenomenological studies according to their temporal sampling and to their spectral sensitivity. This figure suggests that most of the events may be detectable using visible and Medium Wavelength IR imaging sensors, with a sampling rate of a few hundred of frames per second.
The study of edge plasma transient events such as multifaceted asymmetric radiation from the edge (MARFEs) and edge localized modes (ELMs), as in FTU [3] , JET [4] - [6] , and NSTX [7] , and turbulence blob extraction [8] are mainly carried out with visible imaging diagnostics. Some results have also been obtained with IR sensors, as in W7-AS [9] , JET [10] , and Tore Supra [11] . In these works, rather than directly extracting physical quantities from images, the goal is to recognize visual patterns specific to an event (e.g., the apparent shape of a MARFE) by means of state-of-the-art image processing techniques. Since developed algorithms are quite robust to changes of plasma parameters, they can be applied to retrieve events in large databases, paving the way to statistical analysis. Using fast imaging, dust particles can also be time-resolved and tracked during transport in the scrape-off layer, as demonstrated in NTSX [12] and in MAST [13] by means of stereoscopic systems. Then, Hong et al. [14] showed how long-term dust event sampling from videos are used to figure out spatial in-vessel distribution and density evolution of dust creation events. One can also point out the role of phenomenological information for better understanding of event interactions, as done in [7] for MARFEs and ELMs.
Although qualitative imaging analysis is now widely used for plasma and thermal event recognition, it is worth mentioning that a complete event characterization often relies on the merging of information of different natures, e.g., image features and plasma parameters. The development of software tools dedicated to multisensor data analysis is therefore of primary importance. To this end, Martin et al. has proposed in [15] an integrated software platform gathering under the same graphical user interface common routines for multisensor data access, synchronization, manipulation, and visualization, as well as specific functions for physics analysis purposes. This modular platform can be enriched with new algorithms that can be further easily shared and reused.
A main function of video monitoring in plasma fusion devices is dedicated to real-time protection of PFCs. Systems developed so far are based on IR imaging at Tore Supra [16] and visible imaging at Asdex Upgrade [17] . In the two cases, the goal is to trigger the power injection by real-time detection of abnormal overheating of PFCs during plasma operation. To this end, a set of several regions of interest (RoIs) is defined for each monitored view, and thresholds are set to maintain PFC surface temperature below material technological limits. Such systems are able to detect hot spots but do not aim at interpreting them. Offline image analysis is then performed to understand the thermal behavior of the observed hot spots (see [18] and [19] ) and to take adequate decisions such as RoI repositioning or changes in plasma heating schemes. A first step toward multievent analysis has been proposed in [20] from Tore Supra IR images. This cognitive vision system is able to recognize simultaneously several types of thermal events from a priori knowledge of event appearance (e.g., shape, size, etc.) and conditions of occurrence (e.g., plasma parameters). A real-time implementation using hardware-based acceleration has been proposed in [21] . An alternative approach has also been proposed in [22] for the real-time detection of hot spots at JET.
B. Challenges and Needs for Next-Step Devices
As a first report, the observation of edge plasma phenomenology by imaging diagnostics implies massive data production. To digest these vast amounts of data, efforts have been devoted to the development of image processing algorithms dedicated to the recognition of specific events. However, a need arises now for the integration of techniques developed so far in both hardware and software directions. The next three sections describe the urgent needs that must be taken into account for the definition of the diagnostic specifications.
1) Data Storage and Retrieval:
Image sensors commonly used for video monitoring in Tokamaks deliver uncompressed raw data. If the compression of imaging data is mandatory for long-term storage, the choice between lossless and loosely algorithms is not trivial and requires a performance assessment in terms of encoding/decoding speed versus compression rate versus signal-to-noise ratio. The efficient browsing of large image repositories from user-specific queries is also a key challenge. The storage of metadata as a timestamp, event annotations, and contextual information is then considered as an indispensable feature allowing quick image retrieval and event mining. To this end, content-based video indexing tools as proposed by Vega et al. in [23] must be developed and integrated into the data management system.
2) Integration of PFC Geometrical Models: Wide-angle viewing systems (WAVS) are more and more used in Tokamaks to get a large coverage of the in-vessel components with a reduced number of sensors. One main issue when dealing with WAVS in Tokamaks is the high perspective of the observed scenes due to the toroidal geometry. The challenge is then to map each pixel from 2-D planar Cartesian coordinates onto a 3-D coordinate system based on the real positions of the invessel components. This preliminary task is particularly important in the case of IR imaging to locate precisely detected hot spots on PFCs. The second interest in mapping pixels onto CAD-like models of PFCs is the possibility to index image content with metadata describing the material optical properties (e.g., an emissivity factor) for measure calibration purposes. Another possibility is to index pixels with the registered names of observed components. Then, image subparts showing only the studied component(s) can be loaded from the global image repositories, thus preserving network traffic from unnecessary overloads.
3) Real-Time Processing: Real-time video processing is a real challenge for machine protection functions because the performance level required for an accurate feedback control is typically in the range of hundreds of milliseconds. The layered nature of an image-processing workflow leads to design heterogeneous platforms with processing pipeline distributed over FPGA, CPUs, and Graphics Processing Unit (GPUs) as seen in [21] and [22] . Intensive pixelwise operations can be performed on FPGA providing the best robustness and performance levels, whereas more complex treatments can be computed on general-purpose processing units such as as CPUs, which are more flexible in terms of developments. In all cases, efficient data pipelining and high memory transfer rates are the key elements to reach the highest performance levels. The architecture of such systems must then be thought to optimize the use of available data bandwidth of each processing unit.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH OVERVIEW
The synthesis of aforementioned experiences and the first analysis of needs for future devices has motivated us to build up a new framework for phenomenological diagnostics based on video monitoring. Our main objective is to propose an heterogeneous architecture integrating both hardware and software components. This architecture will rely on multiple independent subsystems for modular, safe, and reliable plasma/PFC monitoring, as seen in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table I .
The critical system must achieve basic functions as the extraction of strike point position or alarm triggering from PFC overheating detection. This system, based on robust hardware components, must be designed to ensure a minimal safety level in case of failure(s) of more complex systems.
One prerequisite to RoI-based analysis is the scene motion compensation caused by camera or optical system shaking during strong mechanical stress of the device structures. This problem is often observed during plasma priming, i.e., transient events such as ELMs and disruptions. As a consequence, RoIs are misaligned, thus leading to possible false alarms triggering or, worst, to the miss detection of true alarms. Automatic and real-time image registration is then a mandatory feature that must be embedded in the critical system. Image processing relies mainly on pixelwise operations as signal peak extraction. Such processing can be easily parallelized using hardwarespecific implementations, as demonstrated in [21] , to fulfill real-time constraints of typically few milliseconds.
The proposed advanced system comes in addition to the critical system. Its main function is to handle, in real time, VIDEO MONITORING alarms raised by the critical system based on event dangerousness evaluation for a more efficient plasma control. One typical action is to mitigate the possible false alarm raised by the detection of a hot spot. This can be done by analyzing its thermal behavior in order to discriminate between real PFC overheating and overheating due to, e.g., poorly attached layers such as heated carbon deposits. Since several events can occur simultaneously, CPU multithreading-based computing must be used to minimize the length of linear task sequences.
The data management module manipulates different types of data as raw images and metadata as event annotations and further PFC 3-D CAD models. Its main task is to prepare data for storage by compressing and tagging images as well as generating log files of detected alarms and event annotations. This module is also in charge of updating the positions of RoIs used for real-time analysis.
In-between plasma discharge analysis happens within the offline analysis module, which is interfaced with the centralized databases. This module provides tools to efficiently explore image repositories from user-defined semantic requests as the listing of plasma discharges where a specific event has been detected. Then, by studying the event conditions of occurrence, the performance of the algorithms used by the real-time event recognition system can be benchmarked and optimized if needed.
The independent graphical user interface module is used to interface with each subsystem for parameter settings and for global system supervision. This graphical interface plays also a key role in the accurate live understanding of monitoring processes. One main feature is to help highlight and guide the user attention to abnormal video events detected from the camera network.
IV. CURRENT ACHIEVEMENTS
A software platform named Plasma ImagiNg data Understanding Platform (PInUP) has been developed at Commissariat à l'Énergie Atomique/Institut de Recherche sur la Fusion Magnétique (CEA/IRFM) to fulfill a set of functions related to real-time machine protection (e.g., automatic abnormal event recognition) and physical studies (e.g., offline multisensor data analysis). This platform is daily used at Tore Supra to monitor the plasma and the PFCs from the IR (seven cameras) and visible (two cameras) viewing systems.
A. Multisensor-Based Event Recognition
One key issue of phenomenological diagnostics is to estimate a confidence level of their semantic outputs. Since events can generally be detected by several diagnostics (e.g., by IR and visible cameras), combining video events with other sensor information helps in achieving a robust diagnosis. This ability to correlate the multisensor event is indeed considered as an essential element for plasma control system reliability in case of unexpected failure of one diagnostic during plasma operation. Our system is designed to perform such multisensor event fusion, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , where we present the result of electrical arc event recognition using both IR and visible imaging diagnostics during the same plasma discharge at Tore Supra (see [24] for details). Although both sensors data and observed scenes are completely different, the system achieves the recognition of the same arc event appearing in front of the same RF heating antenna. Fig. 4 shows grabbed images from the graphical user interface of PInUP during a plasma discharge at Tore Supra. These images correspond to the live display of the IR view of the low hybrid current drive (LHCD) launcher with luminance temperature levels represented in gray levels. Each bounding box corresponds to the position of a detected hot spot with its associated event recognition tag as reflection, arc, etc.
B. Event Visualization and Management
This synthesized display comes with a timeline of detected events represented in the bottom part of Fig. 5 . The goal of this timeline is to reconstruct the tracks of the detected events and to correlate them with plasma parameters as plasma current and injected power levels (top part of Fig. 5 ) so as to ease the global understanding of the phenomenological activity detected from one or several monitored components. The metadata of each detected event are then automatically stored in a centralized SQL database. This gives the user the possibility to further retrieve and mine events for offline analysis purposes.
C. Real-Time Processing
As explained in Section III, some time-consuming tasks related to intensive pixel-level computations must be accelerated using specific hardware supporting high process parallelization. In our case, we have focus on the real-time implementation of transient event detection algorithms using an FPGA (see [21] for details), hot-spot detection using multicore CPUs, and image stabilization techniques using a GPU. These three algorithms have been chosen because they are identified as critical image processing needs for machine protection, as described in Table I . Concerning image stabilization, until now, several techniques have been proposed to tackle this issue as in Alcator C-Mod [25] and MAST [26] . However, these techniques are either not adapted for real-time computations or too brittle for noisy IR images. To cope with these issues, we have developed a robust Fourier-based image registration algorithm that is able to detect and to quantify image geometric transformations (e.g., translations, homothety, etc.) with subpixel precision. This algorithm has been implemented on a recent GPU (NVidia GTX 580), and its computational performance has been benchmarked on real IR videos of Tore Supra and JET representing various operational conditions. Results reported in Fig. 6(a) show that high frame rates (> 1000 fps) can be achieved with a quarter pixel of precision on an image of 128 × 128 pixels. This first encouraging experience shows that there is still a considerable margin for dealing with higher performance as it is planned for the ITER VIS/IR diagnostic (1000 × 1000 pixels at 500 Hz). GPUs may be considered as an intermediate solution between an FPGA and a CPU in terms of computational performance and implementation complexity. Our second experience concerns the assessment of multicore CPUs platforms for high-performance image processing. We have benchmarked a local adaptive thresholding algorithm used for the detection of hot spots based on local image contrast analysis. Depending on the number of available CPU core units, i.e., here, between 1 and 24 cores of two AMD Opteron CPUs, the image is automatically splited into a corresponding number of subimages all processed in parallel. As shown in Fig. 6(b) , the computational speed increases quasi-linearly with the number of dedicated CPU cores. However, the application on large images seems to be limited by the local bus bandpass, showing that memory management must be improved.
V. CONCLUSION
Next-step nuclear fusion devices such as ITER will be equipped with networks of high-performance imaging sensors able to capture visible and IR images of the in-vessel during plasma operation. These imaging diagnostics will produce gigabytes of data per second. In this context, the efficient processing and management of imaging data implies to develop adapted techniques and tools. In particular, one challenge of imaging diagnostics is the automatic recognition of plasma and thermal phenomena for machine protection purposes and physics investigations using qualitative imaging techniques. To this end, we have pointed out the corresponding R&D needs in both hardware and software directions. Based on report and on previous experiences, we have developed an integrated framework for phenomenological diagnostics, which consists in a modular platform, gathering both hardware and software components. This platform is able to perform automatic detection and recognition of plasma and thermal phenomena in real time from multisensor data analysis. Useful information related to detected events is automatically displayed and stored for efficient offline data retrieval and mining. The developed software platform is daily used at Tore Supra to assist physicists and people in charge of the operation in their interpretation of the phenomenological activity. On-going work aims at integrating this platform into the plasma control system of Tore Supra and other present Tokamaks, to further validate some of the mandatory functionalities of the foreseen VIS/IR WAVS of ITER.
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